Dear,

We've had some great research highlights recently, and I'd like to share some of them with you below.

1. **Cell Phones:** [INTERPHONE Study Concludes Cell Phones Might or Might Not Cause Cancer](#)
   
   Read results of the 10-year, 13-country, $25 million study - the largest ever done on cell phones and cancer - as well pro and con interpretations of the results from the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and Dr. Rodolfo Saracci, MD, PhD.

2. **Sports and Drugs:** [Floyd Landis admits to using performance enhancing drugs for most of his career](#)
   
   Learn about the doping techniques that Landis says he used over his career including EPO, HGH, testosterone, and blood transfusions.

3. **Euthanasia:** [Would insurance companies or HMOs encourage physician-assisted suicide or euthanasia if those options were legally available?](#)
   
   Read pro and con arguments by Compassion & Choices, the International Task Force on Euthanasia and Assisted Suicide, the Death with Dignity National Center, and others.

4. **Updated:** [5-Star Sources in Theoretical Expertise Rankings](#)
   
   Thanks to great input from three readers, we have now added peer-reviewed studies to government reports as a 5-star source. Peer-reviewed studies include ones found in scholarly journals like *Science*, *Nature*, and the *New England Journal of Medicine* among others. Thanks again to John, Anne, and Mark for your terrific comments.

5. **Teachers and Librarians - Please Take Our 2-Minute Survey**

   We may add your school to the list of 1,205 schools in 29 countries and 50 states that use ProCon.org. The newest international schools using ProCon.org are in Serbia, United Arab Emirates, and South Africa.

   If you like what we do, you can support us in seven different ways today!

   All supporters are recognized on the ProCon.org Donors page (unless you prefer anonymity) and, if you donate $100 or more, we'll send you one of our cool, colorful, new ProCon.org caps.

   As always, thank you so much for your support and continued interest in the nonpartisan research at ProCon.org. If you like what we do, please tell your friends.
Sincerely,

Kamy Akhavan
Managing Editor, ProCon.org
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